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We view last night's blow out earnings from the trifecta of Zscaler, Crowdstrike, and Okta as another seminal
moment in this cloud transformation underway and put more fuel into this rally in cyber security names across the
board. With blowout earnings across the board from these three next generation software leaders that surprised
even the biggest bulls given the strength, we believe this is another key data point speaking to the cloud and
digital transformation that is still in the early days of playing out. Many CIOs and key IT decision makers have
aggressively moved into a digital transformation phase in their purchasing decisions as more data and
applications moves to the cloud with protecting these workloads becomes the highest priority. To this point, we
have seen a number of larger cyber security deals in the field get accelerated heading into year-end and green
lighted by C-level decision makers as more enterprises need to protect stepped up cloud deployments and
security architecture in this unprecedented environment. Overall with 33% of workloads currently on the cloud
moving to 55% by 2022 based on our analysis, we believe the digital transformation shift to cloud for both
enterprises and governments is being accelerated by up to 12 to 18 months with Microsoft and AWS leading the
way and Google's GCP also showing up in a number of cloud deployments. While WFH applications such as
Zoom, Slack, Docusign, and Citrix remain front and center, the exploding endpoints and volume of data being
accessed from remote employees have caught CIOs flat- footed to protect this next step of the cloud shift with
cyber security names playing a vital role in this strategic endeavor over the coming year.
Cybersecurity continues to be a ripe area for enterprise investment. As data volumes explode, the threat
landscape evolves rapidly, and the perimeter becomes amorphous, customers are looking to free up tight budget
dollars and allocate additional budget to next-generation technologies in the cyber security space. In our opinion
we are still in the early days of the move to cloud architectures across the enterprise world, which has clearly
been accelerated over the past 9 months in this COVID-19 backdrop as more CIOs and CISOs face the new
reality of a heavy remote workforce for the foreseeable future. We believe there is a $100 billion-dollar growth
opportunity in cloud security “up for grabs” over the next five years for those vendors that have the solution sets to
protect critical cloud deployments and seamlessly work with on premise and public/hybrid workloads through a
unified and deep solution set.
Continue to be bullish on cyber security and cloud stocks. While tech valuations and bubble fears continue
to be a major debate on the Street, we believe the fundamental drivers and sweet spot of cloud demand continue
to give us high conviction in owning the secular winners in the cyber security sector. As seen last night by these
robust prints, this cloud story is still in the early days of playing out and bodes well for cyber names heading into
2021. While the barbell approach to owning the sector has been our playbook since March, the names that
continue to stick out above all else remains ZS, SAIL, and TENB given the secular shifts heading into the next
year. On the overall cloud front we believe this market is still in the early days of playing out with our expectations
for strong growth for the sector into 2021 led by deployments across the US and China as enterprise adoption
ramps.
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Carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. This and other
information can be found in the Fund’s summary or statutory prospectuses, available on www.etfmg.com. Please read the
prospectus carefully before investing. Securities mentioned in the commentary may or may not be current holdings in the
Fund and are subject to change without notice.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Shares of any ETF are bought and sold at market price (not NAV), may
trade at a discount or premium to NAV and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Brokerage commissions will reduce returns.
Narrowly focused investments typically exhibit higher volatility. Cloud Technology Companies may have limited product lines, markets,
financial resources or personnel. These companies typically face intense competition and potentially rapid product obsolescence. In
addition, many Cloud Technology Companies store sensitive consumer information and could be the target of cybersecurity attacks and
other types of theft, which could have a negative impact on these companies. As a result, Cloud Technology Companies may be
adversely impacted by government regulations and may be subject to additional regulatory oversight with regard to privacy concerns
and cybersecurity risk. These companies are also heavily dependent on intellectual property rights and may be adversely affected by
loss or impairment of those rights. Cloud computing companies could be negatively impacted by disruptions in service caused by
hardware or software failure, or by interruptions or delays in service by third-party data center hosting facilities and maintenance
providers. Cloud Technology Companies, especially smaller companies, tend to be more volatile than companies that do not rely
heavily on technology. Companies in the technology field, including companies in the computers, telecommunications and electronics
industries, face intense competition, which may have an adverse effect on profit margins.
The Fund is distributed by ETFMG Financial LLC, which is not affiliated with Wedbush Securities, Prime Indexes, or Level ETF
Ventures.
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